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Abstract 

In this paper, a novel solution to induce a concise automata representation for network protocol is presented and 
evaluated. First, the feature element sequences representing the protocol interacting process are extracted. Second, a 
partial automata that accepts these sequences is aggregated; Then, the automata are labeled using a specific heuristic 
based on the network characteristic; Last, a more generalized and minimal automata is generated by the equivalent 
state merging algorithm. The models induced are applied to a number of real-world applications that implement 
various protocols. The evaluation results demonstrate that our techniques presented are valid. 
 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 

The protocol is the agreement about message exchange in distributed system, which dictates the 
communicating process via defining the syntax and semantic of message, and the order of message 
exchanging. Deep understanding of the protocol through the computer network and the distributed system 
is increasingly important for the security of computer network. So it will acts as an important role under 
various cases to enable catching the protocol. For example, it can be helpful to deploy effective preventing 
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mechanism such as firewall and intruder detection system, the black-box analysis and malware prevention, 
etc. Thus, protocol reverse engineering is an essential tool for the above network security applications. 

 
Nomenclature 

 

DFA definite finite automata  

APTA  augmented prefix tree acceptor 

ED-BEAM    evidence driven beam search 

 

 

2. Related work 

Unfortunately, the protocol specifications for the above tasks are traditionally illustrated as 
documentation or reversed engineering manually. Such efforts are painstakingly time-consuming and 
error-prone. For addressing the limitation of manual protocol analysis, automatic protocol reverse 
engineering is presented, e.g., [1-2]. Afterward, there are some work to derive the state machine of the 
protocol such as Prospex [3], PEXT [4] and [5], however, these results are greatly dependent on the 
specific condition and scenario, these scheme are not generic to the general situation. 

In this paper we present a generic solution to infer the protocol specification using grammatical 
inference from the network trace containing the examples of protocol interacting.  

3. Method and system framework overview 

In this paper, we associate the reverse engineering with grammatical inference. The client process and 
the server process in distributed system independently maintain respective automata, their state transition 
depend on the receiving operator. These operators can be expressed as the language description of basic 
symbol, and thus it can apply the grammatical inference approach to explore the structure of network 
protocol. 
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Fig. 1. system framework overview 

In this paper, we focus on inferring the format of operator and the structure of protocol automata the 
latter, namely considering we have known the key elements between the message transitions, and then we 
derived the protocol automata consistent with the input examples. To achieve this, the system framework 
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overview is shown in Fig. 1, which consists of the extracting of message format sequence, the prefix tree 
aggregating, state tree labeling and state tree merging. The system output is the compact DFA. 

4. Automata inference 

4.1. Partial automata inference 

The following illustrates the extraction of message format sequence. For FTP with the open protocol 
specification document, its message format operator can be extracted based on the open document. An 
operator format sequence can be derived according to a trace example of FTP application session: 220→
USER→331→PASS→230→CWD→250→TYPE→200→SIZE→213→PASV→227→PORT→350→
RETR→150→QUIT。 

The state transition graph of APTA is a tree, its root is the initial state of DFA. Each branch of tree is 
an application session. As showed by the example in §3, after extracting the operator format sequence 
from network trace, the corresponding APTA is showed in Fig 2, it is labelled as accept (taged with “Y”). 
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Fig. 2. APTA for a FPT  session example 

4.2. State labeling for the training set 

The state labeling algorithm is used to find the state which needs to be differentiated. These states are 
prevented from excessively being merged by assigning different tags to these states, and thus the paths 
representing the protocol structure are reserved to avoid generating the over-restrict automata. To this 
end, it needs to adopt some heuristic based on the inherent characteristic of network protocol, which is 
depicted as follow. 

 (1) There is a common pattern for application-level protocol, i.e., the session initialization.  
(2) The state representing analogous applied condition is treated as equivalent state. 
(3)The message type j always happen before the one k, namely they have causality between them.  
(4)The state shares similar message type, they are set as equivalent states. 
(5)The fashion the message requests the termination of session is analogous, e.g., the QUIT in protocol.  
Applying these heuristic, the corresponding labelled state tree for the example stated above is shown in 

Fig 3. The beginning of session, i.e., 220→USER→331→PASS→230, is the initializing stage of session, 
they keep different state labels, and then the following are the similar operation sequence, i.e., CWD→
250→TYPE→200→SIZE→213→PASV→227→PORT→350→RETR→150, and thus they are labelled 
with a pair of same state number. Last, the QUIT cause the end of session. 
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Fig. 3. the labeled state tree for FTP session 

4.3. State merging algorithm 

The state merging algorithm is simply to leverage tree search method to find the path (i.e., the pair of 
state merging). Currently there are some existing state merging algorithms to perform deriving DFA 
consistent with the labelled training set. According to the performance analysis result reported in [6], ED-
BEAM is a state merging algorithm with outstanding performance, and thus we choose the ED-BEAM as 
the heuristic to derive the network protocol automata, the detailed results are indicated in §5. 

5. Evaluation 

For the sake of eliminating the limitation of only using positive examples, we add the negative 
examples to the set of training examples. The example sets of network trace used in learning are listed in 
Table 1. The network trace containing FTP,POP3 and DNS originated from MIT DARPA 1998[7], and 
the other network traces were collected from campus network of Sun Yat-sen University. 

Table 1. Set of training example for inferring protocol automata 

Automata derived Positive example (#) Negative example (#) 

AFTP FTP(6589) POP3(1653) 

ADNS DNS(3562) BT(3956) 

The DFA derived with our approach are demonstrated in Fig.4 to Fig.5.  
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Fig.4. automata derived for FTP 
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Fig.5. automata derived for DNS 

In order to measure the performance, we refer to the metric defined in literature [8]. The precision is 
related with soundness. If the protocol is not over-restrict, the protocol is completeness. The data sets 
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extracted for the test are listed in table.2 and it is another set different to ones listed in table.1. After the 
analysis above, the successful rate to be the end state of automata derived are showed in table.2. 

Table 2. Completeness test for the protocol automata 

Automata 
derived Protocol type Session used for test(#) Session tested 

successfully(#) rate 

AFTP FTP 2100 2058 0.98 
ADNS DNS 2103 1956 0.93 

The result demonstrates the completeness of message format and automata derived. As many as 4014 
sessions, among all the 4203 sessions, are successfully analyzed, the rate is considerably high, which 
indicated the correction of the message format selected and the perfectly understanding the order of 
structure. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper a grammatical inference algorithm is introduced to model protocol state. The result of 
grammatical inference is regular grammar, i.e., the finite state machine, which can properly model the 
application protocol. 
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